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We introduce a class of bounded linear operators on normed spaces satisfying a
Bohman-Korovkin-Wulbert type approximation theorem and investigate a class of
such operators on special function spaces.!': 1993 Academic Press. Inc.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recently a class of operators on C[O, 1J satisfying a Bohman
Korovkin-Wulbert type theorem was introduced and investigated by the
author (cf. [8, 9J). The purpose of this paper is to introduce and to
investigate a class of such operators on normed spaces.

In 1952, H. Bohman [2 J showed that a sequence of special interpolation
operators {B n : n = 1, 2, ... } on C[O, 1J converges strongly to the identity
operator on CEO, 1] if {Bn(x m ):n=I,2, ... } converges uniformly to the
function x m for each m = 0, 1,2. Such functions x m

: t --. t m (I E [0, 1J) are
called test functions. In 1959, P. P. Korovkin [4J showed that Bohman's
theorem is true even if the interpolation operators Bn are replaced with
positive linear operators on C[O, 1]. In 1968, D. E. Wulbert [IOJ showed
that Korovkin's theorem is true even if the positivity condition on the
operators is replaced with the operator norm condition on which the
sequence of operator norms converges to one.

Let X and Y be normed spaces and B(X, Y) the Banach space of all
bounded linear operators of X into Y. For SeX, !B c B(X, Y), and x E X,
let BKW(X, Y; S,!B, x) be the set of all TE B(X, Y) such that if
{TA: ), E A} is a net in !B such that lim II T,J = II TIl and lim II TAs - Tsil =°
(Vs E S), then lim II TAX - Txll = 0. We further set

BKW(X, Y; S,!B) = n BKW(X, Y; S,!B, x).
xeX

We call an element of BKW(X, Y; S, !B) a Bohman-Korovkin
Wulbert operator (shortly BKW-operator) of X into Y for the test set S
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and 'B. Also set BKW(X;S,'B)=BKW(X,X;S,'B), BKW(X,Y;S)=
BKW(X, Y; S, B(X, Y», and BKW(X, S) = BKW(X, X, S, B(X, X». In
this setting, Bohman's theorem (Korovkin's theorem and Wulbert's
theorem) asserts that the identity operator on CEO, 1] is a BKW-operator
of CEO, 1] into itself for the test functions {1, x, x 2

} and the family of
special interpolation operators on CEO, I] (the family of positive linear
operators on CEO, I] and the family of bounded linear operators on
C [0, 1], respectively).

Let us pick up the known results concerning BKW-operators.

(1) Let C(Q) be the Banach space of continuous complex-valued
functions on a compact Hausdorff space Q, X a linear subspace of C(Q),
and SeX a function space on Q whose Choquet boundary equals Q. Then
Wulbert showed that the inclusion map of X into C(Q) belongs to
BKW(X, C(Q); S) (cf. [10, Corollary 2]). In particular if r is the unit
circle and X is a linear subspace of C(T) which contains {I, z, z-}, then
the inclusion map of X into C(T) belongs to BKW(X, C(T); {I, z, z -})
(cf. [10, Corollary 4] ).

(2) Let A be a C*-algebra and P-(A) the pure state space of A. Let
S be a subset of A such that every f E P - (A) is the only positive linear
functional on A which extends f I S. Then the author proved that if A is
unital and I E S, then the identity operator on A is BKW for S and the
family of positive linear operators on A (cf. [7, Theorem 3.4]). Further
more, F. Altomare showed that if B is another C*-algebra, then every
(P-(A), P-(B»-admissible operator of A into B is BKW for S and the
family of positive linear operators of A into B (cf. [1, Theorem 5.1 ]).

(3) If T is a homomorphism of CEO, 1] into itself and S is an
isometric multiplication operator on C [0, I], then TS and ST belong to
BKW(C[O, 1]; {1, X, x 2

}) (cf. [8, Theorem]).

(4) The sum of two homomorphisms of CEO, I] into itself belongs to
BKW(C[O, 1]; {I, X, x 2

, x 3
, x 4

}) (cf. [9, Theorem]).

But, very recently, S. Romanelli [6] characterized the T-universal
Korovkin spaces in the context of commutative Banach algebras and
observed that (4) is contained in her approximation theory.

In this paper we will give some new BKW-operators on function spaces.

2. THEOREMS

Let D- be the closed unit disk. A(D-) the disk algebra, and C(T) the
Banach space of continuous complex-valued functions on r, the unit circle.
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THEOREM I. Let B 1, ... , B II be finite Blaschke products and T B" ••• , T B.

the homomorphisms of A(D ) into itself defined by B I , ••. , B II , respectively.
Let a I, ... , an be positive real numbers. Then a ITB, + ... + an T B. E

BKW(A(D-); {I, z, ..., Zll}).

Remark. Let T be a nonzero homomorphism of A(D-) into itself. Set
¢J= T(z). Then ¢JEA(D ) and (Tf)(z)=f(,p(z)) (VzED , VfEA(D-)).
If ¢J(r) c r, then ¢J must be a finite Blaschke product.

THEOREM 2. Let T], ... , Til be nonzero homomorphisms of qr) into
itself and a], ... , all positive real numbers. Then a] T, + ... + an Tn E

BKW(qr); {I, z, ... , zn}).

Given a topological space Q, we denote by Ch(Q) the Banach space of
all bounded continuous complex-valued functions on Q with supremum
norm and usual operations.

THEOREM 3. Let Q, (/J be two topological spaces, X a linear subspace of
Ch(Q) such that sup{ Ix(w)1 : x E X, Ilxll = 1} = 1 for any w E Q, Ya linear
subspace of C h

( (/J). Let S be a subset of X such that

Q = {w E Q:f E X* (the dual space of X), Ilfll :s; I,

s(w) = f(s) (Vs E S) => x(w) = f(x) (Vx E X)}

and 'P a compact subset of (/J such that IIYII = sup{ ly(I/»I: ¢J E 'P} for each
y E Y (i.e., 'P is a boundary of Y). Then a norm one linear operator T of X
into Y which satisfies the condition

3T: 'P-Q, 3u: 'P- r: (Tx)(¢J) = u(,p)X(T(¢J)

belongs to BKW(X, Y; S).

Remark. Both (I) and (3) in Section 1 are special cases of the above
theorem. Also the condition in the above theorem concerns the decomposi
tion theorem of W. Holsztynski [3].

THEOREM 4. Let T\ and T 2 be nonzero homomorphisms of CEO, 1]
into itself and let a( t) and f3( t) be representing functions of T] and T 2 ,

respectively, i.e. a(t) = (T]x)(t), f3(t) = (T2 x)(t) ('It E [0,1 ]), where
x(t)=t (VtE[O, 1]). Let G={(a(t),f3(t»)E[O,lytE[O,l]} and
D = {(t, s) E [0, 1]2: s ~ 3t, 3s ~ t + 2} u {(t, s) E [0, 1]2: t ~ 3s, 3t - 2 ~ s}.
If G c D and if a and b are positive numbers, then aT, - bT2 E

BKW(C[O, 1]; {I, x, x 2
, x 3

}).
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Let X be a normed space and X* its dual space. For SeX and x E X,
let U( X, S; x) be the set of all f E X* such that if g is an element of X*
satisfying Ilgll ~ Ilfll and g I S=fl S, then g(x)=f(x). We further set

U(X, S) = () U(X, S; x).
XEX

The following lemma is the main tool in our approximation theory.

LEMMA. Let X, Y be normed spaces, x E X, and SeX. Let E be a weak*
closed subset of y* such that Ilgll = 1 for all gEE. Let T be an operator in
B(X, Y) such that IITII=IIT*gll and T*gEU(X,S;x)for all gEE, where
T* is the dual map of T. If {T;.} is a net in B(X, Y) such that
lim IIT;'!I = II Til and lim)suPKEE Ig(T).s)-g(Ts)1 =0 for all SES, then
lim;. SUPgE E Ig( T~x) - g( Tx)1 = O.

This can be directly proved by a similar method to that used in the proof
of [5,8]. However, we show this as an application of the following result
of Altomare which is the main tool of his approximation theory in [1].

THEOREM A [1, Corollary 1.2]. Let X be a topological linear space and
X* its topological dual with weak*-topology, Let A be an equicontinuous
subset of X*, B a weak*-closed subset of X*, and S a subset of x. Let
Wu(X, S, A, B) be the linear subspace of all x E X which verifies the following
property:

if Y is a linear topological space, C an equicontinuous
weak*-closed subset of Y*, D a weak*-closed subset of y* with
C cD, {TJ an equicontinuous net of (B, D)-admissible linear
maps from X to Y, and T: X ~ Y an (A, C)-admissible linear
map such that IimASUpgEclg(T~s)-g(Ts)I=O ('v'SES), then
limAsupgEc Ig(T~x)-g(Tx)1 =0.

Then WAX, S, A, B) equals the set of all x EX such that iffEA and g EB
and iff(s) =g(s) for all SES, thenf(x)=g(x).

Proof of the Lemma. Let {TJ be a net of B(X, Y) such that
limIIT~II=IITII and lim;.supgEElg(T,s)-g(Ts)I=O for all SES. In this
case we can assume without loss of generality that II TA II = II TIl = 1 for all
A. Now set

A = {IE U(X, S; x): IIfll = I},

B = {I EX*: IIfll ~ 1},

C=E,

D= {gE Y*: IIgll ~ I}.

640/72:,12-4
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Then {T).} is an equicontinuous net of (B, D)-admissible linear maps
from X to Y. If also fEA and gEB and if f(s)=g(s) for all SES,
then Ilgll ~ 1 = Ilfll and hence f(x) = g(x). Therefore by Theorem A,
x E Wu(X, S, A, B) and hence if TE B(X, Y) is such that II TIl = II T*gll and
T*g E U(X, S; x) for all gEE, then T is (A, C)-admissible and so
lim"supgEE Ig(T)x)-g(Tx)1 =0. I

Remark. U(X, S; x)c BKW(X, C; S, x)c U[(X, S; x):= {lEX*: gEX*,
Ilgll = Ilfll, g I S=fl S=g(x)=f(x)}. Here C is the complex numbers.

4. PROOFS OF THEOREMS

(1) Proof of Theorem 1. We will identify D- and T with the carrier
space of A(D-) and the Silov boundary of D- with respect to A(D-),
respectively. Now let B I' ... , Bn be finite Blaschke products and TBI' ... , T Bn

the homomorphisms of A(D - ) into itself defined by B [, ..., Bn , respectively.
Also let ai' ..., an be positive real numbers and set T=a l T B [ + ... +anTBn •

We further set S = {I, z, ..., zn} and E = r. Hence, if we can show that

(i) II Til = IIT*zoll and

(ii) T*zo E U(A(D-), S)

for all Zo E E, then we obtain that TE BKW(A(D-); S) by the basic lemma.
Thus we only need to show (i) and (ii). Let Zo E E be fixed. Note that
T*zo = a l BI(zo) + .. , + an Bn(zo) and hence II T*zo II = a l + ... + an'
Therefore we have

II TIl = II jtl ajTBJ II ~J[ aj = IIT*zoll ~ IIT*II = II TIl,

so that (i) was shown. Next to show (ii), let v E (A(D- ))* be such that
T*zoIS=vIS and Ilvll~IIT*zoll. So we want to show that v=T*zo.
Since we can regard A(D ) as a closed subspace of qT), we can take a
linear functional J-l on qT) such that IIJ-lil = IIvll and J-l I A(D-) = v by the
Hahn-Banach extension theorem. Set

z[ = B[(zo), ..., Zn = Bn(zo)·

Then z I' ... , ZnET and a 1<5 ZI + ... + an <5 Zn is a norm preserving linear exten
sion of T*zo to qT). Here <5 z denotes the evaluation at z E r. Hence we
have that J-ll S=a 1 <5:1+ ... +an <5:n I s. Put

z I = exp(i8d, ..., zn= exp(i8n),

where i = J-=t. Then we obtain that
n

J-l(Zk) = L aj exp(ik8j )

j=[

(k=O,l, ...,n).
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II~II = II vII ::::; II T*zO II =a, + ... +a,,=~(1)::::; II~II,

and hence 11 can be regarded as a positive measure on r. Now let r be the
isomorphism of C(T) onto C2,,(II~) defined by

r:f(z) -+ f(exp(i8» (z = exp(i8»,

where C2,,(IR) is the Banach space of continuous complex-valued functions
on the real numbers IR with period 2n. Set 11- = (r*) - I (11), where r* is the
dual map of r. Then ~ - is a positive linear functional on C2,,(IR). Also since
11- (exp(ik8» = I1(Zk) (k = 0, 1,2, ... ), it follows that

"
11- (cos k8) = L aj cos k8j

j~l

and

"
11- (sin k8) = I aj sin k8j

j= I

for all k = 0, 1, ..., n. Put

" 0-0
F(8) = n sin 2T·

j= ,

Then F belongs to the linear subspace of C2,,(IR) generated by {I, cos e,
sin 8, ..., cos n8, sin n8} and so it can be written as

"
F(8) = I bk cos k8 + Ck sin k8.

k=O

Therefore we have

"
11-(F)= L bkl1-(cosk8)+ckl1-(sink8)

k~O

"{ " "}= k~O bkj~l aj cos k8j + Ckj~l aj sin k8j

=jtl aj L~o (bk cos k8j + Ck sin k8)}

"
= L aj F(8j )

j~l

=0.
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Therefore the support of f.1- is contained in {8 I' ... , 8n} (mod 2n) and so
we can write

"
f.1- = l: ajD oJ •

j~1

Hence,

" nL ajzJ = l: aj exp(ik8 j ) = f.1(Zk) = f.1- (exp(ik8»
j~ I j~ I

n "

= L ajexp(ike) = l: ajzJ
j~ I J~ I

for all k = 0, I, ..., n, so we have

n n n

f.1(f) = L: aJ(expUe) = L: aJ(zj) = L aJ(zj)
j=1 i~1 j=1

n

= L: aJD)f)
j= L

for all f E C(r). Consequently we have that

"v=f.11 A(D~)= L ajD
zJ

IA(D~)= T*zo
j=l

and so (ii) is shown. I

(2) Proof of Theorem 2. This can be easily shown by a similar method
to that used in the above proof. I

(3) Proof of Theorem 3. Set E = {D if> I Y: ¢J E IJI}, where Dif> is the evalua
tion at ¢J. Then by the compactness of IJI, E is a weak*-compact subset of
Y*. Also since

<x, T*(Dif> I Y» = u(¢J) x(!(¢J»)= <x, U(¢J)(D'Lif» I X»

for all ¢J E IJI and for all x E X, we have

T*(Dif> I Y)=u(¢J)b'/if» I X

for all ¢JE IJI. Therefore IIT*(Dif> I Y)II = I for all ¢JE IJI. Since Tis norm one,
we obtain that II T*gll = II Til for all gE E. Suppose next that f.1E X*,
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IIflll~l, ~ElJI, and (s, T*(b~1 Y»=fl(S) (V'SES). Set w=r(~) and
f = u(~ ) - I fl. Then IIfll ~ 1. Also since

s(w)=u(~)-1 (Ts)(~)=U(~)-' (s, T*(b¢' Y»

=u(¢)-IIl(S)=f(s)

for all SE S, we obtain by the assumption on S that x(w) = f(x) for all
XEX, namely, fl= T*(b~ I Y). In other words, T*(g)E U(X, S) for all
gEE. Therefore since lJI is a boundary of Y, T E BKW(X, Y; S) follows
from the basic lemma. I

Proof of Theorem 4. Suppose that G c D and let a and b be positive
numbers. Set T=aT I -bT2 • We further set S={l,x,x 2,X3} and
E= {be: t E [0, I]}. Hence, if we can show that

(i) II Til = II T*gll and

(ii) T*g E U( C[O, I], S)

for all gEE, then we obtain that T E BKW(C [0, 1]; S) by the basic lemma.
Thus we only need to show (i) and (ii). Let IE [0,1] be fixed and set
a=a(t), {J={J(t). Then et,{JE[O,I] and T*b,=ab 7 -M/J, so that
II T*b, II = a + b. Therefore

II Til ~a IIT1 1I +b IIT2 11 =a+b= IIT*b,1I ~ II Til,

so (i) is shown. To show (ii) let 11 E C[O, Ir be such that 111111 ~ a + band
III S = T*b, I S (and hence J1(x m

) = aam
- bpm (m = 0, 1,2,3 ». Then we

must show that J1 = T*b,. We may identify C[O, 1]' with the measure
space M [0, 1] of bounded regular Borel measures on [0, 1].

Suppose first that 11 is a real measure and let 11 = 11 + - 11-- be the Hahn
decomposition of J1. Then 11J1 + II + 11J1-11 ~ a + band 1111 + II - 1111-11 = J1( 1) =

a - b, so that 1IJ1 + II ~ a and 1IJ1-11 ~ b. We can assume without loss of
generality that a < {J. Then (a, {J) E {(t, s) E [0, 1Y s ~ 3t, 3s ~ t + 2} by the
assumption G c D. Set

f(u) = ~ (u 3- {J3) _a; {J (u 2- {J2) + et{J(u - {J) (Vu E [0, 1]).

Then fE (S), the linear hull of S, f({J)=O, and O~f(u)~f(a)

(Vu E [0, I]). Therefore

°~ 11- (f) = 11 + (f) - Il(f) = J1 + (f) - af( a)

~ IIfl + II f( a) - af( a) ~ 0,

so 11- (f) =°and hence the support of 11 is contained in {O, {J}. Then we
can write 11- = b l bp + b2 bo for some b l , b2 ~ 0, so that

(I)
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Assume that IX #0. Set g(u)=f(IX)-f(u) ('VUE [0, IJ). Then gE(S>,
g(lX) =0, and O~g(u)~g([3) ('VUE [0, IJ). Note also that

/1(g) = (ab, - Mp)(g) = - bg([3)

and

Therefore

°~ /1 + (g) = b l g(p) + b2g(0) - bg([3)

~(bl-b)g([3)+b2g([3)

::::;(II/1-II-b)g(P)

::::;0.

so /1+(g)=O and hence the support of /1+ is contained in {IX, l}. Then we
can write /1 + = at (j, + a 2 (j1 for some at, a 2 ~ 0, so that

(2)

(=/1(x)) (3)

and

(4 )

Then by (2), (3), and (4), we have

a _ IXP( {3 - IX)( II /1 + II - a) :< 0
2- [3-/f+a[3({3-a) "" .

so a2 =0 and hence at = 11/1+ II =a. By (3), b l = b and so b 2 = 11/1-II-b::::;O
by (1), hence b2 =0. We thus obtain that /1=ab,-M p = T*/j,. Assume
that IX = O. Then [3 is the only zero point of f, so by the above argument,
/1- = 11/1-11 ()p. Also by the above argument, we can write /1+ =C I ()0+C2()1

for some Cll C2~0. Then /1=c l (j0+c2(j1-1I/1-11 (jp, so that -b{3=
C2- 11/1-11 [3 (= /1(x)). Then C2= ( II /1- II - b) {3 ::::; 0, so C2= °and b = 11/1- II·
Then /1 = C 1150 - Mp, so a - b = /1( 1) = C I - b, hence a = C I' We thus obtain
that /1=a(jo-M p= T*(j,.

Suppose next that /1 is a complex measure. Let /1t and /12 be the real part
and the imaginary part of /1, respectively. Then 11/11 II ~ 11/111 ::::; a + b,
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J11(Xm
) =arxm

- b{r, and J12(Xm
) =0 (m =0, 1,2,3), so that III =aJ~ - MfJ

follows from the real case. Now let H be the set of all functions hE C[O, 1]
such that h(a)=l, h(P)=-I, and -l~h(u)~l (VUE [0, 1]). Then for
any hEH,

a+b~ 1J1(h)1 =Jlah(a)-bh(PW+ 11l2(hW

= Jla + bl 2 + 11l2(hW

~a+b,

so Jl2(h) = O. Let p be any polynomial with real coefficients on [0, I] and
set

() ()
p(a)-p(p) +pp(a)-ap ({3)

qu=pu- {3 u P
(1.- a-

for each uE[O,l] and set r=q/llqll"". Then r(a)=r(p)=O and
-1 ~ r(u) ~ 1 (Vu E [0, 1]), so we can choose a function hE H such that
r+hEH. Then J.l2(r)=J.l2(r+h)=0 and hence Jl2(P)=0. In other words,
Jl2 = O. Consequently, Jl = JlI = aJ~ - M p = T*J, and (ii) is shown. I

Remark. Let {Zl, ..., zn} be a finite subset of C such that z;i=Zj (ii=j),
let X be the Banach space of complex-valued functions on {z I' ... , zn}, and
set S = {I, Z, Z2} C X. If n ~ 3, then BKW(X, S) equals B(X), all the linear
operators on X. But the class of operators in BKW(X, S) which can be
obtained by means of the basic lemma is the only class of operators
TE B(X) such that if (tij) is the representing matrix of T, then
(til' .", tin) E U(X, S) (i = 1, ..., n). Here we regard (t;l, ... , tin) as an element
of X*.
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